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Hi,
I am writing with comments on the proposed cell tower at Blazing Sky Ln and
Manastash Rd on the Strande Property.  I own 2 parcels of land on Blazing Sky
ln.  This proposed tower is very concerning for many different reasons.  First is the
EMF’s going to be transmitted off of this tower. There is a lot of information on
both sides arguing that it does or does not affect a person health. I am not willing
to take the risk of all of our friends and neighbors or wildlife that live near this.  A
100’+ tower will most likely have a flashing light that no one wants in their
window. Most people who live up the canyon they are trying to reach live way out
for a reason and have the communication that they want already.  This same
tower was proposed to me as I own property on Blazing sky ln, this is all about
money and not peoples well being.  We need to get back to caring about our
neighbors even after we are gone, because the landowner proposing this will be
gone before this will affect him.  I have attached some information from a couple
sites stating the reported affects of EMF’s and the acknowledgement from the
WHO that these radiations do affect people. Do you want to be responsible for long
term health problems or infertility’s in women? I don’t. Thank you for your time.
 
 
https://www.who.int/news-room/questions-and-answers/item/radiation-
electromagnetic-
fields#:~:text=Effects%20on%20general%20health&text=Reported%20symptoms%
20include%20headaches%2C%20anxiety,and%20exposure%20to%20electromagn
etic%20fields.
 
https://www.emf-experts.com/cellphone-radiation.html
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Kayla Carlson
509.899.4456
manastashridge@yahoo.com
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